Benefits of Certification

If you are new to certification, let us introduce you to the benefits and how it can increase your professional growth and credibility.

Certification validates your expert, specialized knowledge, and enables you to maintain an innovative edge in your career.

The confidence and satisfaction you gain by becoming certified allows you to demonstrate your professional commitment to promoting quality patient care. Employers notice this, increasing your earning power as well garnering respect from patients and colleagues.

We invite you to become a part of a community of your certified peers who are committed to their nursing practice. We think you will agree that becoming certified is one of the most positive and powerful achievements you will obtain during your nursing career.

Bibliography

ABNS, the American Board of Nursing Specialties, maintains a certification bibliography on their Website. The bibliography provides a list of published sources that focus on nursing certification that is updated yearly.

Go to the ABNS site to download the certification bibliography

"Just the Natural Next Step"

Watch a video of two registered nurses share how certification has enhanced their practice and why becoming a certified medical-surgical registered nurse is “just the natural next step.”
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